Communication Studies Major Requirements:
Media Studies Concentration (39 credits)

Core Curriculum (18 credits)

_______ CMST 111: Introduction to Communication (3 credits)
_______ CMST 126: Introduction to Mass Media (3 credits)
_______ CMST 250: Analysis of Communication Theory* (3 credits)
_______ CMST 310: Intercultural Communication* (3 credits)
_______ CMST 365: Communication Research* (3 credits)
_______ CMST 495: Senior Seminar in Communication Studies* (3 credits)

Track Curriculum (21 credits)

_______ CMST 136: Introduction to Popular Culture
_______ CMST 163: Introduction to Film Study
_______ CMST 348: Media Criticism*
_______ CMST 367: Advertising and Propaganda*

*Course has prerequisites that can be found online.